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This course was well thought out and presented all the information for basic telecommunications. It presented a solid
understanding of equipment in the communications centre as well as call processing and deployment techniques. The
ability to optimize web based learning I believe is the future for many industries, including public safety. The opportunity to
network with classmates around the country provides perspective into the 9-1-1 system. This class was a wonderful
experience, and I will recommend it to all in the profession. Kim G., Canada
This was an amazing course. I will take a lot with me hopefully into the telecommunicator field!! Keep your fingers
crossed for me; it would be an excellent Christmas present! Jackie D., Canada
Another awesome course completed!! Thank you Brian for your wisdom and insight. It was refreshing to learn under your
supervision. This course was instrumental to my new career choice. I am happy that I decided to enroll in the PEI online
courses. It was very enlightening getting the views of classmates and the instructor. Like the other courses, this course
was well constructed, organized and very educational. I have enrolled in courses before and I will recommend that my
colleagues do the same. I am looking forward the upcoming classes and will hopefully see you again, Brian. Thanks
again! Sheila B., Anguilla
I think this course was awesome and well put together, I learned so much. Albert B., FL
Coming into the class I really didn't know what to expect and working in the law enforcement since 1993/1994 I wasn't
sure there would be much to learn from an online class. But I did learn. I found the class very helpful reminding me to
always get good information, what to look for in the future of dispatching, and how to handle stress. I will recommend this
class to my supervisor for all new hires. Scott Z., MI
There is always something to learn in life so the more you take in the more you have to work with when the situation
comes into your life. With this course it gives you the knowledge of how to improve the way to respond to the information
you are given from any caller or situation you might come into. Loved the course and would like to see officers who work
the field also take it. Christopher B., OK
I have learned a great deal in this class. While my situation is more security related and I don’t have to deal with the
volume of calls that regular dispatchers deal with, I still have a very important job to do. One of the Navy Chiefs called me
the nerve center of the base which is true. I will definitely use all of this information to train my other dispatchers to
become more effective and make our department more professional and more appreciated by this command.
Elizabeth O., FL
I am very excited and I look forward to becoming a great dispatcher. I do feel that I am prepared to handle all the
situations that may come my way. Now that I have taken this course, I feel like I have the knowledge that I need to be
successful, now all I need is the experience. Patria D., FL
I really enjoyed this class and found it very informative. I learned many techniques and responsibilities of a public safety
dispatcher and look forward to pursuing my career in this field. I also enjoyed the classmate interaction and want to thank
you all for the feedback. Gretchen K., IL
The Basic Telecommunicator Training course has given me some valuable information. The most useful information to
me was the customer service and stress information. I will without a doubt be using the stress management techniques
and will often think back to the customer service information when speaking with anyone in my city. Matrenia H., FL
This Basic Telecommunicator Training course has been great and I've learned so much. Just Awesome!!! Andre E., D.C.

I must say for the past 5 weeks taking this online course has truly given me a wealth of information regarding my new
career as a 911 Dispatcher. Within the past 5 weeks, I have also been in a classroom training setting as well and your
online class has filled in many gaps for me. Thank you! There was a lot of valuable information given that will definitely
help me excel in my new career. Stephen A., FL
This class has been a tremendous help to me. I have thoroughly enjoyed learning with my classmates and reading all the
posts and ideas of each of you. Brian, you have been a very encouraging instructor, obviously experienced and full of
wisdom. It has been my pleasure to read your posts and comments. I believe that I gained some powerful insights to this
career path. Thank you all for making this a great experience. Dena S., PA
I enjoyed the class a lot and I have told a few others about the course. I think you gave us a lot of samples which were
very helpful. Sandra J., MO
I think this class has been a great learning experience as to becoming a dispatcher as well as learning new techniques
when accomplishing everyday goals. I think I’ve become more detailed to listening as well as picking up vital information
when it has been given to me. I plan to take what I’ve learned over the past few weeks to pursue a career in dispatching
as well as in the field of helping the public. LouAnn T., NC
I really enjoyed being in the class and interacting with everyone. I have learned a lot about the basics of
telecommunication. I hope to take the skills and knowledge I have acquired here with me to a dispatch position in the
near future. Kristine B., TN
I really enjoyed this class. The dispatches that we listened to were great ways to really understand the lessons that we
were trying to learn. I appreciated Scott’s honest feedback on our discussions. Eva P., AL
I think that this program has prepared me and taught me to be a better dispatcher by showing me flaws that I may not
have seen before such as when handling a call that is high stress for everyone involved that I need to keep a certain level
of calmness about myself. Eric S., NH
I have already put into practice some of the things I learned in this course. I feel better qualified to do my job and more
confident in my own abilities as a telecommunicator after taking this class. Thank you for the training and the positive
feedback. Lisa F., IN
I feel that this training has benefited me in my job and helped me to better understand my job duties. I now can react
better to critical situations and I am able to be more professional with callers. Justin T., IN
I enjoyed each segment of the class, I feel like there was at least one thing that you or someone else brought up that I
needed to be reminded of. I'm always saying that I learn something every day at work, this month I've been able to learn
something from the wonderful people in this class, who have dedicated their lives to the same profession that I have such
a passion for. There's always someone out there that can teach you a few new tricks. It was refreshing to see the
different perspectives. Mary M, MI
I think the one thing that I have come away with from the class is PRIDE. I guess just like in any other job it's easy to say,
"I could do that job and probably better than her." or something to the effect that "Gee, all they do is sit at a desk and look
at screens all day." This class brought to the forefront that we as dispatchers do play a vital role in the emergency
response TEAM. We aren't "just dispatchers". We are important. We are needed. We are highly trained. We do have
feelings. We do hurt. By reading the information provided in this class it brings forth just exactly what most of us feel but
may be afraid to say. I wish other people outside of our profession could read the information in the class so they may
have a different understanding of just who we are and what we are. WE ARE DISPATCHERS.....AND PROUD OF IT.
Laura J., MI
I really enjoyed this course. There was so much to learn that really helped when I put it all into practice. I also think it's a
good course to refresh dispatchers. I learned so much!!! Allison W., OK
I think this was a great course! I can't wait till my co-workers have the chance to take it and all the new employees.
Kissy P., LA
For me this was a great review of the telecommunicating basics. There is some new techniques when dealing with callers
that I have already started to use while on the consul. Learning about the dispatchers who breeched their duties and
caused harm/ death to the people on the other end of the phone was shocking. I never knew some people could act that
way and still want to be doing the job. I've enjoyed reading my fellow classmates responses. It's been a great class!
Thank you Brain and my fellow classmates for this experience! Theodore D., VT

Thank you for taking the time in hosting this course. It was very informative for me considering I'm coming into dispatch
with no prior knowledge of the profession. Now I confidently know what to expect and how best to prepare for a career in
the profession. Edward H., MI
I have been a dispatcher for the last 5 1/2 years. In that short time it seems as though I have gained so much knowledge
as it pertains to emergency services, however there is still so much to learn. Being new at my current employer has made
that apparently clear. There are so many levels to dispatching that you will always learn new techniques and experience
different situations. I appreciate the knowledge that has been shared throughout this course. It has shown me that
revisiting this information allows me to provide the best service for citizens and officers that I serve. Rayjean W., MI
I found this course very useful in a variety of ways. It reaffirmed many areas of my training, but also provided some new
methods or reminders of things not often used. I enjoyed reading the other students comments. We had many things in
common, but some useful differences. I'm glad I was asked to take this course. I now have some new thoughts on how I
can be a better call taker and places I can go to learn more on my own as well. Thank you. Jacqueline S., MI
This course was good at opening my eyes to some new techniques I may not have been taught during my training days
such as my listening skills and how to handle stress better. Overall I thought the course did well on things that my
department doesn't touch on as its not necessarily essential for training. I also thought the course was good on some
fresher items that I may have forgotten since training. Trica B., MI
I feel as if this course was very helpful into giving a further breakdown on the methods of our jobs and duties as a public
safety telecommunicator. Where in the real-world we can be trained on the "what, how, and why" of our jobs, this course
helped dig into the deeper side of those questions, and give further explanation of our duties and even how to improve
ourselves, both over the radio, the phone, and in person. Eric M., TN
I feel like this course was very helpful in many different ways. It was a nice refresher to training I have already received
and it was nice seeing everyone else's opinions and answers for different topics. I feel like this course will definitely overall
help me in being a better dispatcher, and call taker. Sergia I., MI

